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Abstract 
The presence of mzcmbubbles can have a szgnzficar~t effect otr so1111d crttr ~rootlorr I <  fro[ trorr r11rln rslon ro~d  phase 
Juctuatzons dunng hzgh frequency propagatlo12 111 constcil I O ~ ~ C I S  1;10111/ I (  \rrr~,(li IIIJ \ t r ld~~rI$  rrl tht IT,? Nat~al 
Postgraduate School measured large popnlatior~s of corrstal bubblea, ~ L ~ J ~ J U I T  I I I~IJ  qi r r i  rrrlid /JI/ broloqrrrrl octrozty an 
nearly calm condztzons, that appeared to be ori~nrpr~seiat catthi~z IIIUIIIJ I I I I  11 1 \ of Ilri 61 tr rr11 f t r i ~  Thtse btogenzc 
bubbles supplement the bobbles due to mol nnd brtcrX~ng I I Y ~ I F ~ ,  ~rhrrh htrr I I I ~ I  11 iiI IIIIIIII trtlr I I / I O ~ J  rcrt-ntltl 

1. Introduction 
In the 1960's a program of student exper~nlental research mas ~ n ~ t ~ a t r t l  C I I  I l li .  I \ \ ,I\ nl I'o~tgrntluatr School 
to  answer the question asked by a IJ S Nav) Oceanographer 'Do 111~1z1l)lr I 3 1 i l ) l > l r ~  I : ~ I Y I  I I I  thr  Sea"" The 
answer turned out  to  be an emphatic "yes" The research was cotltluctrcl I)ctnrrn I001 nntl 1074 I>v a succession 

of ten students, each w ~ t h  a d~fferent euperl~nental project mh~ch se~vctl to I11lhll 111, t lrrzls ~ c c l ~ n ~ r r n r ~ ~ t  for the 
M.S degree The methods used were stancla~cl phvslcal acousticz trc l in~( l~ l f~s  c 0111111011 t o l r ~ l ) o ~  n t ~ i y  rtudtes of 
structural and molecular character~sttcs of gases. I~qulds, and sohds the znnlc I \  I)(' of ~ i i r n ~ n r ( ~ ~ ~ ~ r n t s  III the ocean 
were inverted to  y~e ld  bubble densittes, sound speed dlspers~on, and phase flu( t11,3t1on. 

These first measurements of bubbles at sea nere s u m t ~ ~ a r ~ z e d  111 [l-41 'Iltr 11111>11( a(1011s (l('nlt w ~ t h  the ~nter-  
pretation (as due to  zn-sztu bubbles) of excess sound at tenuat~on,  d~sperq~on ant1 1,lla.c Ilurtuat~ons on rxpertment 
depth, frequency, t~me-of-day, season, presence of sea shcks, ~nstantanror~z \\a\ r Iirl~,ht and n lncl sperd The early 
research, most of wh~ch was conducted for convenience In shallon coastal \\atc.lq tl11111ig 11rarly (ah11 seas, revealed 
very large numbers of bubbles The exper~mental evrdence of these omnlprr*ent ~mpula t~ons  of coastal bubbles of 
resonance frequenc~es from 20 to 200 kHz, s trongl~ suggests that the! are clue to I)~olog~ral ar t l \  ~ t y  In the volume 
and a t  the bottom. Some bubbles may also be caused by cont~nental ae~ozols n hen the! fall tnto the sea 

To  our knowledge no one has gone beyond these coastal bubble nleasurrmrnt- n Inch were puhl~shed over two 
decades ago 

2. Bubble Theory 
A bubble of gas ratio of spec~fic heats y, and radius a in water of amb~ent clens~t! p~ at ambient pressure pa, 
can resonate to  an incident acoustic wave of frequency fb because of its osc~l la tn~g  111nss (the water In the skin 
surrounding the bubble) and its stiffness (due to the compressibility of the gas). The result is a natural pulsation 
frequency given by 
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which allows one to specify the radius of the bubble resonating to the incident frequency f .  Linear theory shows 
that there will be a frequency-dependent bubble damping constant at  resonance dR of order 0 1 due to thermal 
conductivity, shear viscosity, and reradiation of the sound. At resonance, this w~l l  cause a scatter~ng cross sect~on, 
absorption cross section, and extinction cross section, of order lo2 times the geometrical cross section. (The 
backscattering cross section is the ratio of the backscattered power to the inc~dent ~ntensity The scatter~ng IS 

omnidirectional at resonance.) The result is backscatter and excess attenuat~on compared to bubble-free water 
Linear theory also shows that the compressibility of a bubbly medium leads to a complex propagat~on constant 

with velocity dispersion as well as attenuation, see Fig. 1. The dev~at~on of the sound speed from that measured 
by asound velocimeter (which operates in the megahertz range) depends on the bubble density and the ratio of the 
incident frequency to the bubble resonance frequency. At frequenc~es much greater than the resonance frequencies 
of the predominant bubbles, the speed is equal to the value obtained from a sound velocimeter At frequencies 
much less than the resonance frequency of the largest bubbles, the speed depends on the void fract~on of the 
medium and can deviate by tens of meters per second from the bubble-free med~um. There will be a fluctuat~on 
in the phase of transmitted sound that depends on the variat~on of the number of bubbles per u n ~ t  volume c(u) as 
well as the change of resonance frequency [i.e., due to a change of ambient pressure c ( z )  In (I)]  and the damp~ng 
constant bR. See bottom of Fig. 1, which is based on theory in reference [13]. 

3. Measurement Techniques 
The first measurements of bubble densities at  sea consisted of photographlng and then countnlg and slzlng the 
bubbles in a volume of about one cubic centimeter 151. We then proceeded to the more promising acoust~cal tests. 

The linear acoustical techniques for measuring ocean bubble dens~ties depend on the appropriate inversion of 
the distinctive effects of insonified bubbles [6] and consist of employing many frequencies to determine bubble 
densities for many radii in the range 20 pm to 200 pm. In the period from 1964 to 1974 they included. 

a) excess attenuation in a pulse-echo system in which a low Q, 30 cm diameter, mylar transducer faced a 30 
cm diameter rigid reflector at  a separation of about 100 cm; the transducer radiates a t.one burst and then 
is switched to receive the series of echoes which follow; 

b) measurement of the relative backscatter compared to reflection in the pulse-echo system; 

c) travel time between echoes, for different frequencies in the pulse-echo syst,em, 

d) ratio of amplitudes at  two point receivers at  separation of the order of meters in the field of a frequency- 
variable source; 

e) difference of phase at  two point receivers separated by one to five meters in the field of a frequency-variable 
source. 

Much later an effectwe one-dlmens~onal multl-frequency acoust~cal resonator techn~que was p~oneered by Bre~tz 
and Medwin [7,8] for measurements close to the surface of brealnng waves The device has recently been ~mproved 
by others and used to obtain much data under a variety of break~ng wave cond~tions at  sea It could also be used 
in coastal waters, of course 

In the early 1970'9, measurements were also made of the spectral denslty of sound phase n~odulat~on dur~ng 
propagat~on in bubbly water [2, 31 Prominent bubble populations cause phase shifts that illimic the spectral 
density of ocean surface wave d~splacements, whlch are the source of amb~ent piessure changes that create sh~fts In 
the bubble resonance frequenc~es descr~bed by (I), see the 95 6 kHz data In Fig 2 On the o the~  hand, randomly 
variable vo~d  fractions cause a Gausslan spectrum of phase fluctuat~ons as demonstrated by 24 4 kHz 111 Fig 2 

4. Empirical Bubble Densities in Quiescent Coastal Waters 
Based on measurements by Medw~n [I, 41, and separate analysis by P J Mulhearn [0], and J C Novalln~ and G 
V. Norton [lo], ~t IS poss~ble to describe the form and speculate about the causes of bubble dens~ties as a funct~on 
of bubble radius and depth in quiescent coastal waters. F~gures 3 and 4 tell a co~llplex story Figure 3, from [4], IS a 
summary of results, measured In mid or late afternoon, at approx~mately the same depths, during d~fferent months 
of the year, under similar meteorological and oceanographic condit~ons, 111 Monterey Bay, CA and San D~ego Bay, 
Ca, approximately 700 km to the south. The slope of bubble dens~ty vs rad~us changes at approvimately 40 to 
60 microns bubble radlus. F~gure 4 shows that there IS a depth dependence that is d~fferent for high frequencies 



(small bubbles) and low frequecies (larger bubbles). Using both figures, the density can be described by 

n(a)dn = K ( a )-2(z)-1/2 for 200 pm > a > 60 pm ' s o  
n(a)da = K2, ($)-4 r-'1' for 1 0 p n  < a < 60pm 

where 

a = bubble radius in microns; 
n(a)da = number of bubbles in a 1 micron increment, per meter3; 

L = small bubble folding depth E 7 m; 
z > 1.5 m = depth in meters, 

and 1<1 and Ii2 are constants that depend on the time of day and season. 
Figures 3 and 4 show rough averages based on many measurements. There appears to be a definite dependence 

on season, as would be expected for biological sources of bubbles. The fact that sn~all  bubbles are more prom~nent 
in the daytime than at  night is ascribable to photosynthesis. The evidence that larger bubbles are more dense at  
night than in the daytime may be due to contiqental aerosols carried off-shore by mght "sea breeze" or may be 
due to increased biological activity at  the sea floor. To add to the complexity of the coastal situation, there is 
evidence that bubble densities will be greater under sea slicks and windrows, and are even affected by the presence 
of fog [4] Bubble densities in other locations with different flora and fauna wlll be very different There will also 
be a wind dependence and a dependence on distance from the surf zone due to breaking waves 

5. Conclusions 
Historical measurements of bubble densities and bubble-derived phase modulations of high frequency sound 
strongly suggest that the effects of biogenic bubbles should be included in propagation models even in nearly 
calm coastal waters. Once they are known, values of coastal ocean bubble densities may be used to obtain esti- 
mates of the acoustical parameters, sound attenuation, backscatter, and dispersion, by application of formulas in 
books such as references [l 1 , 121. 
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Fig. 1. Sound speed dispersion as a function of ratio of insonifying frequency f to bubble 
resonance frequency f~ for a mono-radius bubbly region. The bubble density N2>N,. The 
standard deviation of the sound speed depends on whether the speed change is due to change 
of the number of bubbles, c(u), or due to change of pressure c(z). See Reference [I31 for 
details. 
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Fig. 2. Spectral density of the phase change due to a mixed population of bubbles. The 
theoretical wind-wave height spectrum for a Pierson-Moskovitz sea is the solid line. The 
phase spectral density is nearly Gaussian when the source of change is the random change of 
void fraction (at 24.4 kHz). It is closely correlated to the wind-wave height spectrum when 
the phase shifts are due to pressure changes (at 95.6 kHz). See Reference[3] for details. 
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Fig. 3. Seasonal change of bubble density at low wind speeds and 3 to 8 meter depths in late 
or mid- afternoon. See Reference[4] for details. 
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Fig. 4. Bubble densities in coastal waters as observed by high frequency acoustical 
measurements, as a function of in-situ depths from 1.5 to 13.7 m during day and night 
experiments in February 1965. See Reference[l] for details. 




